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I T'lrc Arabic word s4fi, the original sense of which has been much discussed,

I currrc into use in the second century AH/eighth century CE' to designate a

I certain sort of pious, usually ascetic, individual. Its derivative form "Sufism"

| (,tyrurwu;f, literally, "to be a tufr') has been one of several ter"rns used to

I dc*ignate those tendencies of Islamic thought and practice that focus on the

I ltrrr.'r domain of the human spirir rather rhan the outer domain of ritual

I nctivity, social rules, and creedal dogn;arics. Many Western scholars have

I fcfbrrcd to Sufism as mysticism, esotiricir*, or spirituality, but rhere is no

i cotrscnsus as to what exactly it, or any of these words, designates. The

I ditliculry of defining the word "Sufism" itself is partly the result of the

[ . hirturical and geographical vagaries of the word's usage and the frequent

[ 
"Ttrtttroversies over its legitimacy * controversies in which the rwo sides

I typicrrlly had radically different notions of what it denotes. Throughout

I lrlurrric history. numerous definitions have been offered by authors claiming

I to rycak for it. These are rarely consistent with the notion that Sufism had a

I t'lclrly clefined identity, especially when we take into account the definitions

I utti'rcd by critics.' In what follows, I use the word as a designation for the

I fi,.,,* r>n "interiority" that is found in the sources ofthe Islamic tradition and

J ltr c.,untless authors down through the centuries, whether or not the term

I
t

I "'A t t " stands for thc. Latin anno Hegirae ("in the year of the Hijra") and desigrrates a year or

I lrcriod in the Muslim calendar. Year one wx 6zz CE, in which Muhammad emigrated from

I Mccr:l to Medina, knowu as the Hijra.

I 
t A cerrtury ago, the wel[-known Orientalist R. A. Nicholson pubiished "A Historical Enquiry

[ (lrrrr:crning the Origirr and Development of Sufisrn,"Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society

[ ( r uoo), which included l list ofsevenry-eight early definitions by Sufi authors. A lorrger list is

I lirrrrrtl irr J. Nurbrrkhsh, Sa/ism Meaniryq, Knoutltd,ge, nnd lJnity (New York: Khaniqahi-
I Nirrrrrtullu]ri, ruttr).
I
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,,Sufism,, itserwas employed in each case. I will discuss three broad issues:

Sufism's relation to other frelds of leaming, its characteristic approach to

theory, and its understanding of the role of praxis'

z The Three Dimensions of Islam

The Koran and the Hadith (the sayings of Muhammad) are full of raw

marerial for the disciplines that came to be called jurisprudenc" (fiqh),

scholastic theology (kalam), philosophy, and Sufism' but these disciplines

themselves ,pp"rr"d g.rdrrily. When scholars say that Sufism originated

in rhe seconJT.ighth or third/ninth centuries, they mean that before that

time, the sources do not delineate the specific concerns that differentiate

the Sufis of later times from other Muslims' The same is true' however'

for the other approaches to Islamic thought and practice - not least

jurisprudenc" ,ri ,"holrstic theology, which are often said to represent

"orthodox" lslam'
'We can attempt to unravel the interwoven strands of germinal Islam by

differentiating among three dimensions of human concem: practice, under-

standing, ,rrJ trrt rfor*ation. On the most oufivard' "exoteric" level' the

Koran and Hadith lay down rules and regulations for right and wrong

activity, such as the "five pillars," the essential acts of every Muslim. This

strand of Islam became codified and institutionalized in the various schools of

jurisprudence, all of which were trying to explicate what is commonly called

,U" Sfr*rf, $han'a,literally "road leading to water")' a word that is usually

translated as sacred or revealed law'

onamoresubdelevel,theKoranandtheHadithprovideguidelinesfor
rightunderstandingandrightthought.Bothhaveagreatdealtosayaboutthe
"Jnseen" @hayb), which includes God, angels' and the Last Day' and they

mention that God has sent scriptures and prophets' Muslims are told to have

,.faith,, (Tman) inall this, though the word,s Semantic field overlaps with that

ofknowledgrc(.ilm).Faithimpliesunderstandingthetruthofthesenotions
and commiiting oneself to the praxis that they entail. schools of thought

explicating thelignificance of faith and its objects began to appear in t

second/eighrh century and are rypically classified as scholastic theology or

philosophy. Scholastic theologians attempted in a rather dogmatic way

LUiify ani radonalize the Koran's teachings about God' the universe' :

human destiny; philosophers addressed the same subjects (and others as wr

without limiting themselves to properly "Islamic" sources' taking much

their inspiration from rhe content and nrethodology of Greek thought,

especially Aristotle, Plotinus, and the Corpus Hcnttcticum'

Surrslrr

Parallel with these two approaches, a further approach was found in
various saindy figures who relied on inner insight (ba;tra) and mystical
"unveiling" (kashJ). They claimed that the only way to acquire true under-
standing of God, the world, and the soul was to adhere assiduously to the
outer and inner model ofhuman per{ection established by the Prophet. Their
watchword was "Be truly pious, and God will teach you" (Koran z:z1z).
They respected rational thought but recognized its limitations, especially in
its attempts to unravel the nature ofthe unseen, They sought to achieve what
later was called "a stage.beyond the stage of reason" (tarw wara' tawr al-'aqt).

Once this strand of thought and practice became differentiated &om other
strands, these figures were looked back on as the early Sufis. Every one ofthe
many hagiographical accounts that talk about their lives and teachings traces

their approach back to the Prophet himself and some of his outstanding
companions, especially his cousin and son-in*law 'Ali and the first caliph
Ab[ Bakr.

Those who took this Sufi approach based themselves squarely on the
Koran and the Hadith. In their view, the primary concern of rhese sources

was to guide people in re-joining their Divine Source. They saw the proto-
type of their path in Muhammad's "ladder" (mi' rd) or "nightjourney" (kra),
during which the angel Gabriel took him up stage-by*stage to the highest
heaven, from which he entered alopd into God's presence. This was the
second of the rwo defining moments of Islam's foundation, the first being
God's revelation of the Koran - which also took place through the inter-
nrediary Gabriel. For the Sufi tradition down through the centuries, the goal

of both right practice and right understanding has been to assimilate the
Koranic revelation and, on that basis, to ascend the ladder in the footsteps of
the path breaker, the Prophet himselfl

By the time of al-Ghazall (d. 5o5lrrrr), a scholar of great renown,
tlrcre existed a variety of approaches to understanding God, the universe,
runcl the human soul. Scholastic theologians gave pride of place to rational
ittterpretation of the Koran; Hellenophile philosophers preferred rational
irrtcrpretation of the universe and the soul in the context of a metaphy-
sit:s of being; and Sufis claimed access to the unveiling of the esoreric

tttcanings of the Koran, the cosmos, and the human self. Al-GhazllI
lriruself was a synthesizer, drawing from jurisprudence, theology, philo-
tuphy, and Sufism. The oft-repeated assertion that he brought Sufism
ittto the Islamic mainstream means that he helped give it a high profile in
tltc ofticial religious establishment. What he was doing, however, was

tttukirrg explicit thc K.oranic stress on balance among practice, under-
Itttrcling, and transfbnlution,
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By ..transformation,,, the third dimension of human coocern, I mean

achieving conformity with the Source of all' or what al-Ghaz1E and others

called 
,.becorn";;;;rerized by the characrer traits of God" (takhalluq bi

akhtaq Afiah). }i"-.o*p"tence of the jurists is limited to right and wrong

activity, ,,a tf"t oitt'e scholastic theologians to the rational defense of the

articles of faith' Wf"' th"'"terizes thJspecificalty Sufi approach is the

insistence that true "'dt"t"'di"g 
of and "o"fo'*iry 

to the Divine Realiry

depend on the "i" 
t'*'fo*'Jo"' The philosophers also' had a good deal

ro say about ,rri, i*r" - they ,pok. ,bout achieving'oconjunction" (itiltat)

with the Age"t'l"t"llect or "jeiformity" (ta'alluh' from the'same root as

Allah) -brt *itt"o1ne exceptions' thev tended to get bogged down in the

rational preliminaries and hal fittle to 
"y 'bot't 

the Koranic,path' In contrast'

the Sufi *""*'n"i"-f'"* the standpoint of having climbed the ladder to

God in the ProPhet's footstePs'

3 The Three Principles of Understanding

In a brief overview such as this' it would be impossible to do justice to the

major authors who n';;; tig"in""" *o'k' on Sufi theqrY' lnstead' I

address a few ofthe basic themes' the contours ofwhich can be summed up in

what are commonly "'UJif" 
three "principles" (a;l) offaith: the assertion of

God's unity ftawln\;pt;hery (nubt'ruwa)-'or divine guidance; anl thl return

@a'ad)to God, o' 
"'"i':'Ao*O 

When elaborated by scholastic theologians'

;ffiiln.", *d s'fi', tawid developed into various approaches to meta-

physics and theology, nui'*oyielded elaborate discussions of human per-

fection and splitual -;;;;"ilgr; and ma'ad focused on the posthumous

development of the '";i;J 
thJmeans to achieve a happy resting place'

The first of the five pillars of lslamic practice is a speech act: "bearing

witness" (shahada)tf"t-'tiot i"'o godbut bod and that Muhammad is God's

messenger.1r.i," t"tt *'";;; t;' about how i"d 11",:r"l",fff3:T
IilTl'-ii;j, *:il #,il"* to sav aboutits meaning' which is the domain of

theologians, srnr, ,"a filo'oitt""' The fir;1ha1f, "(There is) no god but

God" is known ,,'t'" 'J""'"" 
d""l"'i"g tawl'cid'The Koran says that God ig

designated by "the *o't Ut'otifU namls'" The quickest way to 
'Sa:p 

the

implications of tawlfrdis to insert the divine ""'l"' into the formula: God is

one, so "None 
" '"";;;;;a'; C"a i'Nl""l',?^",",1'::::'-Y,ffi;.

Eli;lki};#h;J, r""*i"gbut God." Godis Desiring, so "Nonc

is desiring but God"' ;;;; "'"ty""'l 
qualiry' not least existence itself'

pertains exclusively'o'CoJ' i"' C"a is the Real (alhaqq)' and "There is

nothing real but Cod"'

Surrsu

The most sophisticated and prolific theoretician of the Sufi tradition was

Ibn 'Arabl (r165-rz4o), wh<l likes to point out rhat dogmatic theologians,
focusing on one apparent meaning of tawhTd, come to the conclusion that
God is radically other, dwelling in transcendence and "incomparabiliry"
(tanzTh). Sufis say the same thing, but they add that transcendence does not
contradict immanence and "similarity" (tashbTh), for the law of noncontra-
diction pertains to the created realm, not to God, whose very incompar-
abiliry demands that he be the coincidence of opp osites (jam' al-addad) .Inlbn
'Arabl's view, scholastic theologians reject immanence because of their
overreliance on reason ('aqt), the mental faculry that analyzes and system-

atizes. In contrast, Sufi teachers also use the faculty of imagination (khayaQ,

which, when cultivated and refined, provides access to "unveiling" or
"mystical vision," in which the divine face is seen to be actually present in
phenomenal appearances. For Ibn 'Arabl, true understanding of tawhTd

clepends upon seeing with both eyes of the o'heart" (qalb): the eye of reason
and the eye of imagination.

Beginning with Avicenna (d. r o3 7), philosophers typically spoke of being
or existence using the word wujud. The existence of God is then necessary,

tnd the existence of everything else is contingent upon God's existence.
'Ihe literal sense of wujud, however, is "to find and to be aware of," and the
l(oran mentions God as the subject o{the verb, so theologians speak of God
ts al-wajid, the Finder. As al*Ghazlli explains, God is "the Finder in an

itbsolute sense, and anything else, even if it finds some of the attributes and
c:rruses ofperfection, also lacks certain things, so it can only find in a relative

"$cnse."3 In other words, taw$Td demands that, as al-Ghazlli likes to put it,
"There is nothing intwjudbut God." This means not only that God's Being
is the only true and real being, but also that his finding - his consciousness
ltrcl awareness - is the only true and real finding.

The notion that God's Being is true and real and that its creared analogues

itre "metaphors" (majdz) is a constant theme ofSufi teachings, whether or not
tlrc term wujud is employed. Moreover, as the often quoted Arabic proverb
puts it, "The metaphor is the bridge to the reality." As seen by the Sufis, the

ttniverse is a transparent metaphor, which is to say that all phenomena point
luck to the noumena that are God's most beautiful names. All things are

tlrcophanies or divine "self-disc1osurcs" (tajalLfi, a tertn derived from the
l(rlranic story of Moses. [n truth, says Ibn'Arabi, all of reality is two: the

| ,il-Maqyd al-asnd..fishar$ na'tuiidsmfr' Alldh al-lysnd, ed. Fadlou A, Shehadi @eyrourh; Dar el-
Mrrclrrcq, r97t), r43.
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metaphorical wuiud that is God's self-keal Wujud that is God, and the

disclosure.

Ibn 'Arabi's stress on the dual implications of tawhid -both transcendence

and immanence - led Ibn Taymii,rya (d. r 328), the great Hanbali polemicist,

to ascribe to him the notion of wahdat al-wuiud, 
o'the oneness of Being,"

though lbn 'Arabl never used the term. According to Ibn Taymiyya, this

"rpr.rrio., 
was ourright unbelief, for it means that no distinction can be

d.rwn between God and the cosmos. Everyone who took part in the heated

debare that ensued (including Orientalists in modern times) has had in mind a

specific meaning of walTdat at-wujud and has assumed that Ibn 'Arabr spoke of

ii in that meaning. Infact,at least seven distinct meanings can be discerned in

the literature.a Few people actually took the trouble to read Ibn 'Arabi's

books, not least because they are notoriously difficult. what becomes clear

when one does delve into his writings is that he addressed the relationship

between the Oneness of God and the manyness of the cosmos in scores of

ways, none ofwhich is reducible to a simple either/or statement. one of his

refrains is "Fle/not He" (huwa ta huwa), a va1j,ant on the formula of tawlld,
.,No god but FIe.,, Things, phenomena, contingent beingF, creatules are

,.He,, inasmuch as they partake of wujild, but oonot FIe" inasmuch as they are

simply themselves. Everything is a commingling of real and unreal, being and

nonexistence, light and darkness, necessity and contingency'

Ambiguity, in short, defines our cosmic situation. This is what Ibn 'Arabi

and others mean when they say that the universe is khayal, a word that means

both imagination and image. A11 things are God's imagination - images of

both ReJ Being and nothingness. Like reflections in a mirror, they are what

they appear to be, but they are also something else. In Ibn 'Arabl's formula-

tion, ihe rarional eye of the heart thinks in terms of either/or, but the

imaginal eye sees that things can simultaneously be and not be' Seeing wi

either eye alone distorts the vision of tawlq.Td, with its harmonious balance

transcendence and immanence. The general Su{i acknowledgment of cosmi6

ambiguity led to a vision of the cosmos as ranked in hierarchical degrees of

intensiry of urujud. The basic insight is simply that some things are clearef

images of the divine qualities than others - it is not a question of "yes or nott

but rather "To what extent?"

The Koran refers to wvo basic realms ofcreated existence, using terms

as unseen and visible, heaven and earth, high and low' Many Sufis

See William Chitrick, "R-nnrl and Wahdat al-wrtjtd," in Poetry and Mysticism in lslam, ed, A,

Banani, R. Hovannisian, and G. Sabagh (canrbridge; cambridge university Ptess, I994)t

7O--t t | ,

Surrsu

philosophen spent a good deal of effort explaining that these are not sharp

dichotomies but designations for the extreme points on a spectrum. Some of
them discussed a third, intermediate rea1m, often calling it by the Koranic
expression "isthmus" (barzakh). Its outstanding characteristic is that it is

neither heaven nor earth, neither spirit nor body, neither high nor low;
rather, it is 1ow in relation to heaven and high in relation to earth, gross in
relation to spirit and subtle in relation to body. Thus, we commonly find a

three-world schemel the 
.World 

of Spirits at one extreme, the 'W'orld of
Bodies at the other extreme, and the Isthmus or World of Images in
between - what Henry Corbin labeled the mundus imaginalis. The overall
picture is that the divine qualities are in{initely present in the Real Being, and
their properties and traces become manifest in ever-decreasing levels of
intensity, much as light diminishes as it recedes from its source. Things
clwelling at each lower level make manifest, or act as symbols for, those
dwelling at higher levels: "As above, so below."

That the lower discloses the properties of the higher accords with two of
the implications of tawl.ud mentioned in elementary Islamic catechisms:
Everything comes from God, and everything is constandy sustained by
Clod. The third implication is that everything goes back where it came
from. God is the First and the Last. This going back is the already mentioned
ma'dd,"return," the third ofthe thred principles offaith. It helps explain why
tlre first fwo principles, tawl.,id and prophecy, are so important: Our response

to them deter:rnines the trajectory of our ultimate encounter with the One:
"As below, so above." We will go back to God in keeping with the manner
in which we live our lives and shape our souls.

Philosophers commonly described the Return to God as the necessary
()utcome of a prior movement, called "the Origin" (mabda'). Sufis used the
sarrre Koranic terrninology, but they often preferred the word qawsan, which
flleans "two bows" or "two arcs" (like Latin arcus, the word qaws rneansboth
bow and arc). The word derives from a Koranic verse that refers to the
Prophet's proximiry to God on his Night Journey: "FIe was &vo-bows-
lcngth away, or closer" (53:9). This is taken as an allusion to the fullness of
human perfection that is reached when an individual, having descended into
the world from God, returns voluntarily to him by achieving deiformiry and
bccoming characterized by his traits. Through such a trajectory, man tra-
vcrses the entire circle ofexistence and re-joins his Source.

Sufi theory also gives prominence to the notion of the universe as rucro-
cosrn (al-'dlam al-kafir) and the human individual as microcosm (al-'alam al-

I,{(fiir).Both realms nuke manifest the same roots, for each is an all-embracing
tltcophany, appeering in God's "for.t'n" (prira), The tuacrocosnr, however, is
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relatively externalized, dispersed, and differentiated (mufassaf ' 
and the micro-

cosm relatively intemalized, focused, and undifferentiated (mujmat)' In this

anthropocosmicvision,thehumansubjecttakesasitsobject,atleastpoten.
tially, ihe entire cosmos. sufis see Koranic reference to this teaching in many

prrr'rg"r, not least the Creation story, according to which God taught Adam

..the names, all of them', (z:3r). These are the names of all thingl, whether

manifest or non-manifest, visible or unseen, even of God himself To say that

Adam - a word that the Koran uses generically for human beings - was taught

thenamesimpliesthatawareneoorcoaandtheuniverseisinnatetothe
human substance, no rnatter how obscured it may have become by the

forg"tfulr"r, (nisyan) that is endemic to mankind ever since "Adam forgot"

(Kian zo, r r 5). The role ofthe prophers is 
,.to remind" (dhikr, tadhbira), that is,

io guide people in remembering what they already know because of their

primordial natute ffi1ra), created in God's form'

Thecosmosinitsentireryisaself.disclosureofBeing,animageoflnfinity;it
is what Ibn 'Arabi calls "Nondelimited Imagination." The mundus imaginalis

discussedbyCorbinisthentheintermediarycosmicrealm'situatedbetween
the intense luminosiry of the spirits and the darkness ofthe bodies' In a similar

way, the microcosm has three levels : spiit (ntt\)' sor! (rCF)'-and body.(badan)'

The soul is the isthmus betvyeen consciousness and forgetfuLnes, the image of

light and darkness, life and death, activity and inertia. The human drama plays

out in the soul, not in the spirit or body, for it is cofftantly pulled in two

directions - upward toward greater awareness and downward toward deeper

forgetfulness. The Persian poet Rumi (d' tzry) ofGrs some ofthe most down-

to-".rrtf, depictions of thislnternal struggle in Sufi literarure, as when he says,

,,The states of human beings are as ifan angel" wing were stuck on a_donkey'o

tail so that perhaps the dorri"y, through the radiance and companionship ofthe

angel, might itself become an angel'"s
"H;*"; 

descended into manifestation, the microcosm' unlike the macro-

cosm, is forced to take into account its own free will' however limited thil

may be. People have no choice but to rerurn to God' because everyone die|

and is resurrected, but their freedom to choose plays a major role in deter'

mining the manner in which they will -exqeriell 
p:tfi"l""t

Failure to make the right choices can lead to indefinite misery (

manySufiauthors,in-contrasttotheexoterictheologians,saythathell
suffering - as opposed to hell itself - cannot be everlasting)'6

5 Flhi na fihi, ed. B. Furirz-anfar (Tehran: Am'ir Kablr' I 969)' t o7'
6Ibn,Arabiprovidesnrnreroirslrgurn.nr*,optove_thepoint,Forafewofthem,seeVr'illiarn

Chinick, ILn'Arulli: Heh to tht l'rophet"r (Oxftrrd: Oncworld' zoo5)' ch' g'

S urr sl,t

The function ofthe prophets is to guide people in making the choices that
lcad to a happy return. The divine root of prophecy is the name Guide
(al-hadfi, one of the many contrasting names ofthe Godhead. Its correlative is

the name Misguider (al-mudill), the most salient cosmic manifestation of
which is Satan.T As in the microcosm, so in the macrocosm: People encoun-
ter the conflicting claims of right and wrong, truth and falsehood. The
general Sufi position is that no one can tread the labyrinth of moral and
cosmic ambiguity and achieve the goal of human life - transformation and
dciformiry - without prophetic guidance. Muslims are called specifically to
fbllow Muhammad and climb the ladder in his footsteps.

Here a major discussion enters the picture, that of "the perGct human
lreing" (al-insdn al-kdmil), an ideal rype embodied first and foremost by
Muhammad and then by other prophets. There are numerous sides to the
issue. Ibn 'Arabl's voluminous discussions of metaphysics, cosmology, and
spiritual psychology can best be understood as an attempt to describe the full
pirrameters of human perfection. Among the many prominent issues he and
others address is the relationship between the prophets (nabi), the last of
wlronr was Muhammad, and the "friends" (watfl , those who achieve neamess

to God by conforming to the prophetic model (the translation of this word as

"saint" is problematic).8
('

4 Climbing the Ladder

'l'he Sufis wrote myriad volumes on theory, and perhaps even more on

liractice. Sufi institutions - the so-called "orders" (ganqa, literally,
"paths") - began developing around the sixth/rwelfth century and eventually
rpread throughout the Islamic world, always adapted to local circumstances.
llcsotericism is understood as something exclusive to initiates, and exoteri-
cisnr as suitable for the general public, then the weight of Islamic history
ruggests that later Sufism has been more exoteric than esoteric, for its

tclchings about interioriry were assimilated int<l the most popular forms of
rcligiosity. One can also say that in many cases, Sufi orders tumed into a sort

'/ Sotne of the more interesting esoteric interpretations of Satan are provided by Sufis such as

tlte lanrous at-Halld. See PeterJ. Avtn, Satan's Tragedy and Redemlttion: Ibla in Suf Psychology
(Lcidcu: Brill, r983), On lbn 'Arabi's views, see William Chittick, "lbhs and theJinn in al-
ltni/4dt al-Makkiyya," Classical Arabic Humanities in Weir Own Terms: FestschriJtJor Wofuart
llclniehs on His 61th Birthday, ed. Beatrice Gruendler and Michael Cooperson (Leiden: Brill,
.lootl), 99-r 26.r A closely related discussion has to do with the relationship between "the Seal of the
l'rophets" (Muhammrd) and "the Seal of the Friends." On this see Michel Chodkiewicz,
'lhe Seal t1f the Saintt (Ctrrrbridge: The Islanrir: Texts Society, roo3).
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,*.rrirg allegiance of good-pleasure" (bay'at al-riQwdn, alluded to in Koran

48:ro). iufi teachers also transmit specific practices' the most common

whichisthe..invocarion,,(dhikr)ofadivinenameoraKoranicformula.The

of exoteric esotericism, and Sufi literature is full ofcriticisms ofteachers who

preserved the trappings ofSufism but lacked the prerequisite personal trans-

formation. For similar reasons, calling Sufism "mysticism" is problematic,

giventhatamysticshouldbesomeonewhohasactuallyachievedSomesort
of dirrirr" intimacy or inner illumination. The vast majoriry of those afiiliated

with Sufi orders, however, are simply striving on the path' acknowledging

that God,s friends alone deserve to share in the divine mysteries' This is one

reason why they have rarely referred to themselves as "Sufis," for, in most

definitions, the word designates a high station ofspiritual tealization. Rather,

they call themselves "the poor" (Arabi cfaqtt,Petsian darwtsh)' The expression

is Koranic: "O people, yo., *. the poor toward God' and God is the Rich'

the PraiseworthY" (3 5rI 5).

In almost every case, the Sufi orders trace their origin by a chain of

transmission (sitsita) back to Muhammad' The Sufi teachers' commonly

known as "elders" (shaykh, pTr) ot "spiritual guides" (murshid)' initiate dis-

ciples by means of a ritual, again going back to te Pr.:ple? called-"the

word literally means reminder, remembrance, and mention; it is used in

the Koran to designate not only the practice ofinvoking God's name but also

the function of prophecy itself - "reminding" people of their rootedness in

God.Incommunalmeetings,sufisengageinritualscenteringontherecr
tion of Koranic verses and divine names (and rarely involving anything

might be called"dancing").A11 of this is "esoteric" only in the sense that

all Muslims particiPate.

The notion that Sufism adds a dimension to ordinary' exoteric o

oflslamisfoundinthecommonteachingthattherearethreebasiccompo.
nents ofthe lslamic tradition: the Shariah or revealed law; the Tariqah (lanqa\

or Sufi path; and the Haqiqah (baqTqa) or "Reality," which is the source

goal of both Shariah and Tariqah. The Reality, in other words' is 
'

ilimself, who revealed the Koran so that people could climb the

back to him in the footsteps of the Prophet'

Sufi writings call the final goal of the path - reaching the Reality -
many names and describe the process in numerous ways' A1l such wc

fo.r, on overcorrring the distance demanded by God's transcendence'

this helps explain the hostiliry toward Sufism that has often appeared an

the exoierically minded jurists and theologians. According to al-Ghaz5'li

many others, the goal is simply the full actualization of tawfuTd' He e

this in his grand summa of the spirit of lslamic prilcticc' Ifuya' 'ulitm

Surrsl,t

"Reviviflring the Sciences of the Religion": Tawfid, he says, has four levels.
The first is to utter the formula "No god but God," while the heart is heedless

ofits meaning. The second is to acknowledge its truth, as in the belief of the
common people. The third is to witness its truth by way of unveiling, as in
the case of those brought near to God. The fourth is to see nothing inwujild
(existence, consciousness) but the One - this, he tells us, is what the Sufis
mean when they speak of "annihilation" (fana') in tawl.6d."e

Al-Ghazah's reference to four levels of tawhld follows the standard model
of the ladder ascended by the Prophet. Discussion of the ladder's rungs -
sometimes enumerated as 7, ro, roo, 3oo, or even roor - makes up a

common genre of Sufi literature. A famous example is Mantiq al-gayr, "The
Language of the Birds," by the Persian poet Farid al-Dln 'Attar (d. rzzr), in
which a group of birds flies over seven mountains and achieves final union
with its king. Each of the mountains - called seeking, love, recognition,
independence, unify, bewilderment, and poverry - represents a transforma-
tion of the soul and a stage in becoming characterized by divine traits.

5 Conclusion

'fhe distinction between the exoteric path of the jurists and theologians and
the esoteric path ofthe Sufis can pelhtrps besr be reduced to the focus on
transformation, or to the notion that true understanding comes only through
lctive and conscious participation in the very reality of the divine conscious-
ncss. This is why the two approaches have often been differentiated in terms

" of two basic sorts of knowledge: transmitre d (naqlfi and intellectwl ('aqtl.
'lransmitted knowledge underlies all learning, since it is the source of
lirnguage, grammar, social norms, and, in the specifically Islamic context,
rltc Koran and the Hadith. As forintellectual knowing, it is the consciousness
ttf Reality, or a direct awareness of the way things are - ma'rifa, "self-
rccognition," a word often translated as "gnosis." This term's most often
cited locus classicus is the Prophet's purported saying, "He who recognizes
lrirtrself recognizes his Lord."

The distinction berween these two sorts of knowledge is implicit in
;rl-ClhazIh's four levels of tawhTd. The first and second are based on what is

tcchnically called taqhd, imitation, that is, following the authoriry of the
tritnsrnitted learning. The third and fourth depend on inner transformation,

v ll,tyil"nlfun al-rfar (lleirut: D?r al-Fladi, r993), vol. 4, 3 5g, For a free translarion of the passage,

rcc l)nvid tsurrell, Al-Chazdli: Faith in Diuine Unlty tt Tntst in Diuine Prouidence (Louisville:
lkrrrs Vitae, zoor), roff,
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or whar is called tal.tqTq, rcahzation. The word tahqTq derives from the same

root as haqq atrd H'q';;;(t'waa)' ls a Koranic divine name' al-haqq

designates the real, th"'i'"' iil" *o*t'y; Haqiqah' as noted' designates the

origin and final goal "f;;l 
the Shariah "'d 

tht Tariqah' As for tal'tqrq' it

meanstoestablishana'cmaliz"whatisreal'true'andworthy'thatis'toattain
to the Haqiqrft.' O""""'"'fi'adon has been achieved' there can be no more

talk of imitation, for the distinction between knower and known has been

"uLrTf'"ornors provide numerous depictions of the rransformed selfhoods

achievedbytheni,,a.orcoa.Ibn..Arabioftencallsthehighestlevelof
human perfection "t* ;;" of no station" (maqam 

lu :rn':):!--ecause 
it

represents the fullr"ri;;;i;" of all divine attributes and character traits' Like

the Divine Essence, this supreme s,,ge c.annot be designated by *y specific

,rr*- t*"* are brief excerpts from his discussions:

The people of perfection have realized all stations and states and passed

beyond them to 
'f'"-'t"io" 

above both majesry and beaury' so they have no

attributes and no d";;;;' it was said to Ata Yazrd' "How are you this

morning?" He replied' "I have no moming and no evening; morning and

evening belon* t<l i'J *U" t"to^t' delimited by attributes' and I have no

attributes' "'o

The highest of all human beings are those 
.rilho have no station' tecause the

stations determine the properties ofthose who stand within them' But without

doubt, the highest .f 
'U 

g'".p1'Uemselves determine the properties - they are

not determin"a uy p'"!"i'To' ir'"' are the divine ones' for the Real is

identical with them'"

,o Ibn 
.Arab1 at-Fut-Lltd al-makkiyya (ciro:ts-t l'":J_-:-',1:j rrrrrg.r.r,dr.veral nrore along

" ii"'".ru,' at-Futui-a al-makkiy y a' vol' 3' Jo6' For these,

with a discussion of tr'ti"ignii't"ntt i' iht context oilbn"Araf,l's teachinS' see Willirm

chittick, sufi Pathd"'Ji'?;l ilil;;;;;;U;i'""iry of New York Press' re8e)' ch' zo'


